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Abstract We propose an Interorganizational Knowledge Mediation Scheme 
(IKMS) acting as an information infrastructure for B2B solutions for 
aggregating exchange information supplied by the companies partici
pating in a trading community in order to support e-business processes. 
The proposed IKMS is a set of mediated descriptions of exchange infor
mation at the global level, defined as global X-classes, and relies on a 
set of techniques for building such global X-classes. 

1. Introduction 
Nowadays many companies plan to use e-commerce and, in particular, 

to implement business-to-business (B2B) integration solutions to work 
more closely with trading partners to improve efficiency and profitability. 
B2B integration has become increasingly dependent on the Internet and 
requires companies to be able to share and exchange information between 
their systems to conduct business together over the Web [18]. However, 
exchanging information between different information systems is quite 
complex. Often problems in data exchange result in recoding data into 
the formats of the different systems, which leads to delays as well as 
errors in the data. Other problems are related to the cost for data 
exchange; the number of wrappers that need to be written increases 
exponentially with the number of systems between which one wishes to 
transfer information. XML [17]is viewed by many as a way to solve this 
problem. As a consequence, companies are beginning to use XML to 
send application data to browsers and to business applications. B2B 
e-commerce is thus driving a new generation of Internet applications 
that use XML as common data language for information sharing and 
exchange between companies [5]. 
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XML has been initially proposed for publishing documents over the 
Web. XML offers powerful flexibility for defining tags that allow data to 
be structured and provides a description for that structure. This makes 
documents more than just a plain text but with a certain degree of intel
ligence. Therefore, XML is well suited for the interchange of data (XML 
documents are self-describing, easily parsed and can represent complex 
data structures) and gives a way of representing company data in an 
application-independent way. Also, there is a wide variety of tools for 
parsing and transforming XML documents meaning that applications do 
not have to perform their own structural validation, reducing so the cost 
of building applications. Furthermore, the development of B2B stan
dards built on XML will accelerate this adoption and tightly integrate 
companies around well-defined business processes [16]. For instance, the 
OASIS organization is targeted to develop interoperable industry speci
fications based on public standards (XML and sa ML) such as ebXML, 
a global framework for electronic business data exchange [15]. 

While the adoption of XML can greatly alleviate language incompat
ibility between disparate applications, a barrier that must be overcome 
is that B2B applications can only aggregate business processes if there is 
an ability to mediate between diverse company systems and conceptual 
contexts, by identifying and organizing the so called interorganizational 
knowledge. Some initial results for this problem have been proposed for 
the construction of enterprise ontologies, both in field of international 
standards [1 land in the field of industrial solutions (WWlJ • ontology. org). 
It is widely recognized that a major challenge that an e-business solu
tion must address to support interorganizational cooperation and busi
ness aggregation is the semantic heterogeneity of diverse systems across 
a trading community, and integrated models and methods to design and 
develop the interorganizational knowledge are needed. 

In this field, we consider an XML-based B2B integration scenario 
and our contribution is devoted to the development of methods and 
tools for building an Interorganizational Knowledge Mediation Scheme 
(IKMS). The IKMS acts as an information infrastructure for aggregat
ing exchange information supplied by the companies participating in a 
trading community in order to support e-business processes. In defining 
the IKMS, we focus on XML data organization and exploit our pre
vious research work for defining global views of heterogeneous struc
tured datasources [2-3]. The proposed IKMS is a set of mediated inte
grated descriptions of exchange information at the global level, defined 
as global X-classes. Data integration issues are well known in the area of 
databases and are becoming more and more important due to the avail
ability of multiple datasources over the Web [11-12]. The IKMS provides 
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a single point of access to information within and among companies and 
allows broad access to both structured and unstructured information un
derlying the global X-classes (e.g., databases or data warehouses, as well 
as word documents and graphics), for supporting e-service aggregation 
and cooperation, and for facilitating e-service distribution. 

1.1 Related Work 
We briefly describe the main contributions [7, 10, 14]in the data inte

gration area. 
TSIMMIS is a mediator system being developed by the Stanford 

database group, in conjunction with IBM [10]. A major focus of the 
project is the development of tools to speed up the integration process 
by extracting properties from unstructured or semi-structured sources 
with no well-defined static schema. The key to the TSIMIMS approach 
is the Object Exchange Model (OEM), in which data (OEM objects) 
have the structure (object-id, label, type, value). In addition to the 
OEM, a major contribution of TSIMMIS is the Mediator Specification 
Language (MSL), a high-level declarative language for integrating data
sources. MSL uses prolog-like rules and functions for translating objects. 
The tail of a rule specifies patterns found in the sources, while the head 
describes patterns of the top-level objects of integrated views. 

HERMES is a mediator system being developed at the University of 
Maryland [14]. Unlike TSIMMIS, which integrates semi-structured data
sources, HERMES focuses on integrating knowledge bases and reasoning 
systems. Integration is achieved by hooking up each component system 
to the semantic model, called the generalized Annotated Program (gAP) 
framework, an extension of logic programming. HERMES defines a rule
based mediator language, implemented within a Mediator Programming 
Environment. The Mediators are written as prolog-like clauses, with two 
special predicates: in (), executes a select statement on the target data 
source; = (), tries to unify two values. 

The Information Manifold (1M) is a decision-logic system for inte
grating web-based information sources [7]. As in a mediator system, 
the end-user specifies queries in a declarative way against a static view. 
Unlike TSIMMIS, however, the 1M presents the user with a single global 
view, called the World View, which is a collection of virtual relations 
and classes that describes the contents of the information sources. The 
1M uses a relational data model, augmented with class hierarchies. A 
key feature of the 1M model is that classes can be declared to be disjoint, 
guaranteeing that no object can belong to both. 
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The three systems described above define the cutting edge of integra
tion research, and all of them seek to provide a framework for schematic 
integration while maintaining the autonomy of the component systems. 
Recently, a lot of companies are currently implementing a B2B infras
tructure that will allow them to interact with several thousands of busi
ness partners that include suppliers, distributors, marketplaces, and fi
nancial institutions. A significant part of the architecture is dedicated 
to the exchange of business documents to support interactions between 
business partners. XML is viewed by many as a key enabler to encode 
the information and support interactions between different partners in 
a way that can be understood by all of them. This view is reflected by 
today's B2B architectures and products. However, XML itself does not 
guarantee that different organizations will understand a piece of infor
mation. Each partner has to share the same vocabulary and meaning 
before information can be exchanged. Specifications like ebXML [15], 
RosettaNet [16], and commercial organization (e.g., CommerceOne and 
Ariba) define an abstraction layer on top of the Internet core standards 
that allows corporations to establish non-negotiated relationships with 
their business partners over the Internet. It would be almost impossi
ble for any company, regardless of its size, to negotiate the nature of 
the relationships with hundreds or thousands of partners. For instance, 
RosettaNet's trading partner agreement includes message formats, se
quences of messages, and an implementation framework that specifies 
the physical means of exchanging message. Despite perceived benefits, 
in all these cases, the role of XML seems limited to formatting data dur
ing interchanges of business documents such as purchase orders, invoices, 
request for quotes. 

1.2 Organization of the paper 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the consid

ered XML-based B2B integration scenario. Section 3 describes the X
formalism used to abstract DTDs. Section 4 introduces global X-classes 
and describes integration techniques. Section 5 discusses the use of the 
IKMS in the B2B scenario for querying and browsing in the trading 
community. Finally, Section 6 presents a few concluding remarks. 

2. The XML-based B2B integration scenario 
In this section, we characterize the requirements of the considered 

B2B integration scenario and the proposed responding approach. 
The architecture of our system is illustrated in Figure 1. We assume 

that each company datasource uses a DTD to specify the structure of 
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Figure 1. Three-tier architecture based on IKMS 

information to be exchanged within the trading community. In this way, 
our approach can support a wide variety of different information models, 
including relational tables, HTML and XML documents, since DTDs ei
ther are directly available or can be easily derived. For instance, an 
XML document may include a reference to a pre-existing DTD. How
ever, since the DTD is not mandatory, due to the tagging format ofXML 
documents, a minimal implicit DTD can be easily derived by a syntac
tic check of the document [8]. In case of HTML documents, wrapping 
tools for generating the XML representation of an HTML document are 
available, and DTDs can thus be derived from the XML representation 
[13, 6] . In case of structured databases, a DTD describing the schema of 
data portion(s) to be exported can be defined. After that each company 
datasource has defined its DTD, the IKMS builder takes these DTDs as 
input, and builds a set of global X-classes which constitute the IKMS. 
In particular, the proposed approach for building the IKMS is articu
lated in three steps: (1) DTD description, where DTDs associated 
with datasources are abstracted into a set of X-classes according to the 
proposed X-formalism (see Section 3); (2) Cluster derivation, where 
X-classes of different company datasources are grouped on the basis of 
semantic mappings existing between them (see Section 4.1); (3) Clus
ter reconciliation, where X-classes belonging to a same cluster are 
reconciled into global X-classes (see Section 4.2). 
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<!DOCTYPE products [ 
< !ELEMENT products (computer+, software) > 
< !ELEMENT computer (PC)+> 
< !ELEMENT software (item)+> 
<!ELEMENT PC (name,spec,price» 
<!ELEMENT item (name,note,price?,tohome?» 
< !ELEMENT name (.PCOATA) > 
< !ELEMENT spec (.PCOATA) > 
< !ELEMENT price (.PCOATA) > 
< !ELEMENT tohome ('PCOATA) > 
< !ELEMENT note (.PCOATA) > 
< !ATTLIST tohoma 

xmlns:xlink COATA .FIXED 
''http://wwv.v3.org/1999/xlink'' 
xlink:href COATA .REQUIRED> 

< !AlTLIST computer 
brand COATA .REQUIRED> 

]> 

(b) 

(al 

(e) 

Figure 2. An example of DTD and its graphical representation (a) and the graphical 
representation of two additional DTDs (b)-(c) 

The client applications can then pose requests on the global X-classes; 
the middle-tier handles these requests, shielding them from the complex
ity involved in dealing with back-end systems and databases. 

3. The X-formalism for DTD description 
To facilitate the analysis of DTDs associated with different company 

datasources, we introduce the X-formalism according to which DTDs are 
abstracted at a conceptual level. In the X-formalism, we provide a set 
of concepts, namely X-class, property, referenced X-class, link, attribute, 
and class structure, capable of describing in a high level the content of 
a given DTD. In the following, examples refer to the DTD reported in 
Figure 2(a). 

X-class An X-class represents a set of elements that have a common 
structure. A structure is defined in terms of names of properties and/or 
names of other referenced X-classes. For instance, products, computer, 
software, PC, and item are the X-classes associated with the considered 
DTD. An X-class corresponds to an element declaration with element 
content in XML, that is, an element that includes other child elements. 
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Property A property of an X-class describes a characteristic of the 
elements represented by the X-class. It is characterized by a name and 
a type (PCDATA, any, or empty). For instance, name and spec are two 
properties of type PCDATA associated with the X-class PC. A property 
of an X-class corresponds to an element with PCDATA, any, or empty 
content in XML. 

Referenced X-class A referenced X-class xc' for an X-class xc is an 
X-class appearing in the structure of xc and describes a relationship be
tween xc and xd. For instance, item is the referenced X-class associated 
with the X-class software. A referenced X-class corresponds to an el
ement declarated with element content in the structure of a considered 
element. 

Link A link is used to describe a relationship between different docu
ments and is characterized by a name and a type (PCDATA, any, empty, 
or a class structure - see definition below). For instance, tohome is a 
link, specified in the X-class item, of type PCDATA. A link corresponds 
to an XLink element [4]in XML. 

Attribute An attribute describes additional featuring information of 
an X-class, property, or link. An attribute is characterized by a name, 
which must be different from the name of other attributes in the same 
class/property flink, and is defined on an attribute type, which will be 
specified later on, denoting the set of admissible values for the attribute. 
For instance, brand is an attribute of the X-class computer whose type 
is "characted data". An attribute associated with an X-class (property 
or link, resp.) corresponds to an attribute defined in the attribute list 
declaration of an element in XML. 

Before giving a formal definition of X-class, we introduce a definition 
of class structure as follows. We assume two sets N and A of element 
and attribute names, respectively, are given. Any name n E N is a struc
ture. If Sl, •.. , Sk are structures, (Sl, ... , Sk) is a structure called sequence 
structure. If Si and Sj are structures, or Si is a structure and Sj = PCDATA 
(or vice versa), (Si I Sj) is a structure called union structure. Any struc
ture S so defined may be followed by the cardinality symbols '+', '*', and 
'?'. In the following, S will denote the set of structures. The cardinality 
symbols used in the class structure specification represent cardinality 
constraints associated with properties or (referenced) X -classes. In par
ticular, '+' corresponds to the cardinality constraint (l,n), '*' to (O,n), 
and '?' to (0,1), respectively. If no symbol is specified, the cardinality 
constraint (1,1) is taken. Cardinality constraints can also be derived 
for attributes by taking into account their type. Let AT = {CDATA, ID, 
IDREF, IDREFS, ENTITY, ENTITIES, NMTOKEN,NMTOKENS, enumerated} be 
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the set of XML attribute types l . The types ID, CDATA, IDREF, ENTITY, 
NMTOKEN, and enumerated correspond to the cardinality (1,1) or (0,1), if 
the attribute is marked as required or implied, respectively. The types 
IDREFS, ENTITIES, and NMTOKENS correspond to the cardinality (l,n) or 
(O,n), if the attribute is marked as required or implied, respectively. 
In the discussion, we will use CARD to denote the set of cardinality 
constraints, that is, CARD = {(O, 1), (1, 1), (0, n), (1, n)}. A X-class is 
formally defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 1 (X-CLASS) An X-class xc is a 6-tuple of the form 
(c, s, P, L, R, A), where: 

• c E N is the class name; 

• s E S is the class structure; 

• P is a set, possibly empty, of properties of the form (p, t, A), where 
pEN is a name appearing in s; t E {PCDATA.empty.any}; and A 
is a set, possibly empty, of triples of the form (a, t, k), with a E A, 
tEAT, and k E CARD, corresponding to the set of attributes of 
property p. 

• L is a set, possibly empty, of links 1 such that 1 E N u A and 1 is a 
class name in 8 or is an attribute of properties/classes in (P U R). 

• R is a set, possibly empty, of referenced X-classes r such that r E N 
and r is a class name appearing in 8. 

• A is a set, possibly empty, of attributes of the form (a, t, k), where 
a E A, tEAT, and k E CARD, corresponding to the set of 
attributes of c. 0 

For instance, the X-class (computer, (PC+) , { }, { }, {PC}, {(brand, CDATA, 
(1, i))}) contains one reference class PC and has an attribute brand with 
type CDATA and cardinality (1,1). 

Intuitively, each concept above-mentioned can be graphically repre
sented as a node in a graph. In particular, each X-class, property, and 
attribute is represented as a rectangular, oval, and double oval node, 
respectively. A link is represented as an oval (or rectangular, depend
ing on its type) labeled with the name of the link and connected by a 
double directed arc to the appropriate X-class node. There is an arcs 
between two nodes if there is a containment relationship between them. 

1 We use enumerated to represent any possible list of names from which the value of an 
attribute must be taken. 
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A union structure is represented as an or-labeled dashed arc crossing 
the arcs entering the class/property nodes involved in the union. A 
sequence structure with a cardinality constraint applying to the whole 
structure is represented as an and-labeled arc crossing the arcs enter
ing the involved class/property nodes. Finally, cardinality constraints 
associated with properties, links, attributes, and referenced classes are 
explicitly represented, if different from (1,1), as labels attached to arcs; 
(1,1) is implicitly taken as a default. Figure 2 illustrates the graphical 
representation of three DTDs. 

4. Building the IKMS 
To support mediation among multiple and heterogeneous company 

datasources, we exploit the knowledge provided by X-classes to construct 
a set of global X-classes that constitute the IKMS. Global X-classes 
provide. a reconciled description and a set of references to X-classes of 
different datasources that describe common elements. 

The construction of global X-classes involves problems related to the 
identification of clusters, that is, sets, of semantically related X-classes 
defined in different company datasources. To this purpose, we rely on 
reference ontology 0 for the domain under consideration [3]. The ontol
ogy is useful to derive clusters of X-classes that describe the same concept 
(cluster derivation step), and construct global X-classes from clusters by 
finding a reconciled representation for properties and attributes (cluster 
reconciliation step). 

According to the definition of X-class introduced in the previous sec
tion, we are now ready to formally define the concept of global X-class. 

DEFINITION 2 (GLOBAL X-CLASS) Given a cluster cl of X-classes, the 
global X-class, denoted gel, obtained from the X-classes in cl is a 6-
tuple of the form (gc, G P, G L, G R, G A, cl), where (1) gc is the global 
class name derived from the names of the X-classes in cli (2) GP is 
a set, possibly empty, of properties obtained from the reconciliation of 
properties of the X-classes in cl; (3) GL is a set, possibly empty, of 
links obtained from the reconciliation of links of the X-classes in cl; (4) 
GR is a set, possibly empty, of referenced global X-classes obtained from 
the reconciliation of referenced classes of the X-classes in cl; (5) GA 
is a set, possibly empty, of attributes obtained from the reconciliation of 
attributes of the X-classes in el; and (6) el is the cluster from which the 
global X-class gel is derived. 0 

To illustrate the cluster derivation and reconciliation steps in more de
tails, suppose that we want to create a simple B2B portal for companies 
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operating in the electronic selling of computers marketplace. For sim
plicity, we consider only the DTDs of three company datasources, repre
sented in Figure 2. In the following, we refer to these three datasources 
as 81, 82, and 83, respectively. 

4.1 Cluster derivation 

Clusters are identified on the basis of semantic mappings among 
X-classes of different datasources. Semantic mappings are discovered 
by comparing X-classes using the knowledge provided by the reference 
ontology 0 [9]. 

The ontology is exploited for assessing the level of semantic relation
ship between X-classes, called class affinity [3]. The ontology-based 
affinity evaluation process is automatically supported by procedures 
that we have developed in the framework of the ARTEMIS tool envi
ronment [2]. By exploiting the semantic relationship between X-classes, 
semantic mappings can be established between X-classes. More pre
cisely, given two X-classes XCI = (Cl,Sl,P1,£1, R1,At} and XC2 = 
(C2' S2, P2 , £2, R2, A 2 ), a semantic mapping, denoted XCI f-+ XC2, is es
tablished if their names have affinity, that is, C! ,...., C2. For instance, 
a semantic mapping can be established among X-classes computer of 
datasource 81 and machine of datasource S2. 

By using semantic mappings, we define clusters of X-classes as fol
lows. For any X-class xc, the cluster for xc, denoted [xc], contains 
all X-classes having a semantic mapping with xc. Formally, )xc] = 
{xc' f-+ xc}. In particular, well-formed clusters, denoted [ ]W , con
tain at least one X-class from each company datasource. For instance, 
a well-formed cluster for datasources in Figure 2 is [81.computer]wf = 
{Sl.computer, 82.machine, S3.computers}. 

4.2 Cluster reconciliation 

Given a cluster [xc] of X-classes, its representative global X-class g[xc) 
is derived by reconciling the properties, links, referenced classes, and 
attributes of the X-classes in [xc] that have a semantic mapping. To 
this purpose, a set of reconciliation rules is used. Reconciliation rules 
establish how to derive global features by mediating names, types, and 
cardinality constraints of X-classes in a cluster. Here, the term feature is 
used to denote a property, link, referenced class, or attribute of a given 
X-class. 

Name reconciliation. The mediated name of two features It and 
h can coincide with the name of one of them, or can be one of their 
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CDATA 
ID 
IDREF(S) 
ENTITY(IES) 
NMTOKEN(S) 

IlpCDATA 
PCDATA PCDATA 
empty PCDATA 

empty any s E S 
PCDATA any (slpCDATA) 
empty any s 

any any any any any 
any rules s E S (sIPCDATA) s 

IICDATA ID IDREF(S) ENTITY(IES) NMTOKEN(S) 
CDAT! CD!T! CD!T! CD!T! NMTOKEN(S) 
CD!T! ID CD!T! CDATA NMTOKEN(S) 
CD!TA CD!T! IDREF(S) CD AT! NMTOKEN(S) 
CD!TA CD!TA CDAT! ENTITY(IES) NMTOKEN(S) 
NMTOKEN(S) NMTOKEN(S) NMTOKEN(S) NMTOKEN(S) NMTOKEN(S) 

Figure 3. Rules for type reconciliation 

hypernyms or synonyms, selected by exploiting the relationships in the 
ontology CJ. 

Type reconciliation. The mediated type of two features II and 12 
coincides with the type of II (or h), if they have the same type. Oth
erwise, the selected type is the less restrictive type (e.g., NMTOKEN(S), 
if II and h are two attributes) between all the possible ones. Figure 3 
illustrates how to combine the different types. Rows and columns cor
respond to types to be reconciled, and the entries denote the reconciled 
type. 

Cardinality reconciliation. The mediated cardinality of two fea
tures II and 12 is defined as the less restrictive cardinality. That is, the 
minimum (maximum, resp.) cardinality coincides with the minimum 
(maximum, resp.) value associated with II and h. 

Global features of g[xc) obtained by reconciling features of each X-class 
in [xc], are considered as features characterizing the global X-class. Fi
nally, to be exploited for query purposes, a set of references is maintained 
for each global X-class. Besides the reference to the cluster from which 
a global X-class is derived, each global feature has associated the corre
sponding set of features of the X-classes in [xc] from which it has been 
derived. 

With respect to the structure of global X-classes, we only admit se
quence structures. In other words, the structures of the X-classes be
longing to a given cluster are flatted. The reason for that is simplicity. 
We are currently studying techniques able to unify the "local" structures 
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< IELEIIUT l0od. C"chllle.,.ottvar.,1aternet) > 
< IELE"IIIT .. ebbs (llotebook+ .de.ktop. ,other) > 
< !£LOIIT .oft.are (1t_+) > 
< fELEJIEIIT later.et (book.) > 
<fELUlEIT dot.bod ( ..... aod.l •• pee,prlc •• 1 .... ?» 
< fELDEMT d •• ktop (.""udel,'pec,price) > 
< I ELEIIIIIT other (baUer, •• v.beu+) > 
< IILI.IIT it_ ( ..... Dot •• pric.? ,tohn.T) > 
<tILEllEIIT book (titl.,.athor+.prlc.» 
<IILUUT baUVJ C .... ,prlu, .. rrutyT» 
< tlLUIIIT .,be_ (aGd.I,price ,varrant,'!') > 
<IELIIIDt ..... ('PCDATA» 
< I ELUENT aodel (.,COlTA) > 
< I£LEllIIT price ("COiTA) > 
<IELUEII"I' i .... ClllnY» 
< IELIlIEIIT .pec ("COlTA,) > 
< IELUDT aur .. t, (.PCD1U) > 
< I ELEllEIIT dote (IPCOAr,) > 
< IELEllIIIT 1:0110_ (.PCDATA) > 
< !ELIJIEIfT title ("COATA) > 
< I ELEJlIIIT aathor (IPCD1TA) > 
< ! 'rTLIST 1';0110_ 

xalD .• ::aliu COATA .,1110 "http:// •••. v3.ors/1188/xlink" 
xlblJt:laret CDAU .UquIUD> 

< lATTLIST 1 .... 
za].u:zl1nk COATA .FUED .. http:// •••• 1I3.or&!18 .. 'zllDt'' 
zllllk: .. "t COATA 'REQUIRED> 

< IATTLIST .. c:U.. brad CDATi 'REqUIRED> 
< lREF product. {51 .produc:t •• 52 ·soods} > 
< IREF .. chi •• {51.coaput.u.52 .a.c:hin •• S3 . c:oapat.rs} > 
< IREF sottvar. {51 .• ottvan} > 
<IREF laternet. {52.1at.un.t}> 
<IRE. , ... {51"'''}> 

<fOF aot..boolt {5t.PC.S2.aotebook,Ss·laptap}> 
<IRS. d •• t • ., {Sl.pe,S2.d •• IIt.,}> 
<IRSF o.'or {Sa.oObor}> 
<Iau booll {S2.booll}> 
<IREF baneI', {Sa.bauer,}> 
<.au •• _ {Sa .•• b ... }> 
<Iau , • ...,._ {Sl"''''''-}> 
<IRlF It-'aot. {Sa.1tea/aote}> 
<.RSF """pr'.' {Sa."""pr'.'}> 
<IRSF """'011 ... {S3.'.""'.011 ... }> 
< fREF Dot.book/lIOd.l {82 .DOtebook/.del, 

Sa .laptop/udal} > 
<IOF Dot.book/ .... {St.PC/ ..... }> 
<IRlF ao".book/.p.c {Sl.pe/.p.c:}> 
<Iau .... b_' ..... {Sa ..... .,' ..... }> 
< lREF no"tebou/pric:. {8 I.PC/pric: •• 52 .aotebook/pric:., 

Sa·l",op'pr' •• }> 
<,REF desktop/aod.l {S:I.d.utop/aodel}> 
< I REF d.sktop/ .... {Sl'pc/.",}> 
< I REF d •• ttop/s,.c: {St.PC/.p.c}> 
<fREF de.ttop/prlc:e {St.PC/prlc:.,S2·ded:top/prlc:.}> 
<.au _,., ••• {S2._'titl.}> 
<IREF booJc/a.tllor {S2.book/.uthor}> 
<IUP bou/price {S2.boot/pric.}> 
<IUP batt.I'J' .... {Sa.b.ttery/ .... }> 
<.au b.n.r,/price {S:t.batt.r7/priC:.}> 
<IREF '.ttftJ/.arrut, {Sa.b.tt.l'J'/varrat,}> 
< IREF •• bc:aJ'aocIel {Sa •• ebculllOclel} > 
< IRiF .. bcu/priC:. {Sa •• ebculpric:e} > 
< IREF •• bc:uJvarrut, {Sa ... bcu./varrut,} > 
<IUF •• cbl •• /lbrud {5t.c:npllt.r/lbrud, 

5:1 ... chiDe'II • .,.t} > 
< IREF itu/toJaou'lbret {S 1 .It.''toboa.'lhr.t} > 
< IIlIF Dot.book/laale/llaret {52 .• ot.book/t .... / ... r.t} > 

Figure 4. XML definition of the global X-classes derived from DTDs in Figure 2 

in a more sophisticated way. Figure 4 shows the XML definition of the 
global X-classes derived from DTDs in Figure 2. The construct REF is 
introduced in the XML syntax to properly represent references main
tained for global X-classes. The syntax of the < !REF> tag is "< !REF 
NAME {set_of..references}>". 

5. U sing the IKMS for information search in the 
B2B scenario 

The IKMS provides a single point of access to interorganizational in
formation within the trading community and supports different modes 
of searching the information of interest for performing e-business pro
cesses, such as identification of new trading partners or identification 
of marketplaces of similar business. For instance, in our computer sell
ing B2B scenario, a company can be interested in ordering a bunch of 
notebooks and laptops, and asks selling companies of the trading com
munity for their offers. All selling companies make their best offers for 
the requested order; furthermore they can exploit the IKMS to set up 
the supply chain to fulfill their proposed offer on time and in budget. At 
the same time, such companies can exploit the IKMS for finding finan
cial partners too. Indeed, the IKMS global X-classes can be exploited 
for both analysing (browsing) and querying the interorganizational in-
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formation of the trading community, spanning multiple company data
sources. Global X-classes can be used as a basis to pose queries over 
the information space with the following advantages: i) only one query 
on the global X-classes of interest has to be specified instead of multiple 
queries on each involved datasource; ii) location, vocabulary, and con
tent of each company datasource have not to be known in advance; iii) 
the integrated result of a query is automatically constructed by exploit
ing the sets of references to the original company datasources associated 
with the global X-classes. These global X-classes make possible both a 
keyword-based and a SQL-based query modalities. 

Keyword-based queries. It is possible to locate all company data
sources concerned with a particular topic by specifying the keywords of 
interest chosen among the names of the available global X-classes. In 
case of global X-classes, the terminology is strictly related to that of the 
DTDs, but can be properly controlled by exploiting related terms and 
corresponding relationships in the underlying ontology. For instance, if 
a company of the community wants to order a bunch of desktops and 
notebooks, to acquire information of available items a query like the 
following: Find companies selling notebook OR desktop, is formu
lated in form of a keyword-based query over the IKMS: "NOTEBOOK or 
DESKTOP". 

Terms specified in this query are matched against global X-classes and 
addresses of company datasources corresponding to DTDs of Figure 2 
are returned back to the requesting company. 

SQL-based queries. To retrieve information verifying a query spec
ified on properties of a global X-class. For instance, it is possible to 
pose a query like the following: Find information about notebooks 
"Toshiba" at a price less that $ 4,000, by specifying the follow
ing SQL-based query on model and price properties: 

Goods/machine/notebook/model = "Toshiba" 
AND 
Goods/machine/notebook/price < $ 4,000 

This query returns information from the community datasources whose 
classes are contained in the cluster associated with the global X-classes 
specified in the query. A global query involving one or more 
global X-classes can be processed by first determining the commu
nity datasources and their DTDs for answering the query and, then, 
by reconstructing the integrated result out of retrieved information. 
The integrated result is obtained by exploiting references and map-
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ping/conversion Junctions defined for global X-classes [3]. An SQL
based query is thus transformed into sub queries over involved company 
datasources, determined by exploiting mapping rules associated with 
global X-classes specified in the query. AND clauses between classes 
are specified in a sub query only for company datasources containing 
X-classes for all patterns involved in the query. 

6. Concluding remarks 
We have presented an approach to the construction of an Interorgani

zational Knowledge Mediation Scheme acting as an information infras
tructure for B2B solutions for a trading community, such as integrated 
marketplaces and B2B portals. The work reported represents only a 
starting point and leaves space for further developments. Issues to be 
investigated are related to the: i) refinement and experimentation of the 
framework; ii) definition of strategies for global X-classes maintenance; 
iii) development of non-trivial ways for unifing X-classes' structures; ivY 
indexing of global X-classes for query optimization. 
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